Regression models are used in a wide range of applications providing a powerful scientific tool for researchers from different fields. Linear models are often not sufficient to describe the complex relationship between input variables and a response. This relationship can be better described by non-linearities and complex functional interactions. Deep learning models have been extremely successful in terms of prediction although they are often difficult to specify and potentially suffer from overfitting. In this paper, we introduce a class of Bayesian generalized nonlinear regression models with a comprehensive non-linear feature space. Non-linear features are generated hierarchically, similarly to deep learning, but have additional flexibility on the possible types of features to be considered. This flexibility, combined with variable selection, allows us to find a small set of important features and thereby more interpretable models. A genetically modified Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm is developed to make inference. Model averaging is also possible within our framework. In various applications, we illustrate how our approach is used to obtain meaningful non-linear models. Additionally, we compare its predictive performance with a number of machine learning algorithms.
Introduction
Regression and classification methods are indispensable tools for answering scientific questions in almost all research areas. Modern technologies have led to the paradigm of machine learning, where large sets of explanatory variables are routinely considered. Deep learning procedures have become quite popular and highly successful in a variety of real world applications (Goodfellow et al., 2016) . Such procedures often easily outperform traditional methods, even when the latter are carefully designed and reflect expert knowledge (Refenes et al., 1994; Razi and Athappilly, 2005; Adya and Collopy, 1998; Sargent, 2001; Kanter and Veeramachaneni, 2015) . The main reason for this is that the features from the outer layer of the deep neural networks become highly predictive after being c 0000 A. Hubin, G. Storvik and F. Frommlet. processed through numerous nonlinear transformations. Specific regularization techniques (dropout, L 1 and L 2 penalties on the weights, and etc.) have been developed for deep learning procedures to avoid overfitting to training data. Nonetheless, one has to use huge data sets to be able to produce generalizable neural networks.
Bayesian neural networks were introduced by Neal (1992), MacKay (1995), and Bishop (1997) . They take advantage of rigorous Bayesian methodology in order to properly handle parameter and prediction uncertainty as well as to incorporate prior knowledge. In many cases this leads to more robust solutions with less overfitting; however, this comes at the price of extremely high computational costs. Until recently, inference on Bayesian neural networks could not scale to large, high-dimensional data due to the limitations of standard Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approaches, the main numerical procedure in use for complex Bayesian inference. Variational Bayes approaches approximate the full solution (Jaakkola and Haussler, 1999; Neal, 2012; Graves, 2011; Kingma and Welling, 2013; Blundell et al., 2015) and result in more scalable methods.
Deep learning models are typically heavily over-parametrized and difficult to interpret. These models are densely approximating the function of interest and transparency is traditionally not a goal in their applications. Depending on the context, this can be a more or less severe limitation. In many research areas, it is desirable to obtain interpretable (nonlinear) regression models rather than just some dense representation of them. Moreover, in situations where the law requires explainability, one needs a legally compliant and transparent method (Molnar, 2019; Aas et al., 2019) . This occurs, for example, in the European Union's General Data Protection Regulation right to an explanation.
In this paper, we present a new class of models, Bayesian generalized nonlinear regression models (BGNLMs), which retain much of the flexibility of modern machine learning methods but achieve much simpler structures through prior constraints, both hard and soft. The model topology resembles highway networks (Srivastava et al., 2015) and densely connected convolutional networks (Huang et al., 2017) in that new features are constructed based on features of several previous layers. Our approach allows for automatic feature selection and thereby automatic architecture specification, which can sparsify the model drastically. It resembles symbolic regression combined with genetic programming (Koza, 1994) but is put into a Bayesian framework. We want to emphasize that our approach is, at least for the moment, not designed to compete with deep learning in ultra high-dimensional applications with hundreds of thousands of observations and millions of explanatory variables. We rather have in mind applications with up to a few hundred input variables and with the number of observations being of the order of several thousand.
Fitting BGNLMs is based on an MCMC algorithm for Bayesian model space exploration which is embedded in a genetic algorithm for feature generation and filtration. A similar algorithm was previously introduced in the context of Bayesian logic regression . We will demonstrate that automatic feature engineering within regression models combined with Bayesian variable selection and model averaging can retain predictive abilities of advanced statistical models while keeping them reasonably simple, interpretable and transparent. In several applications, we illustrate the potential of our approach to find meaningful non-linear models and infer on parameters of interest. To demonstrate this, we retrieve several ground physical laws in closed form (by which we understand the commonly known equations for the corresponding physical laws) from raw data. Furthermore, the pre-dictive ability of BGNLMa is compared with deep neural networks, boosting procedures and several other statistical learning techniques under various scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The class of BGNLMs is mathematically defined in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe the algorithm used for inference. Section 4 considers the extension of BGNLM to mixed model settings and some other extensions. In Section 5 the BGNLM is applied to several real data sets. The first examples are concerned with classification and prediction tasks where the performance of our approach is compared with various competing statistical learning algorithms. Later examples have the specific goal of retrieving an interpretable model. Section 6 concludes and provides some suggestions for further research. Additional examples and implementation details are provided in the Appendix.
Bayesian Generalized nonlinear models
We want to model the relationship between m explanatory variables and a response variable based on n samples from a training data set. Let Y i , i = 1, ..., n, denote the response data and x i = (x i1 , . . . , x im ) the corresponding m-dimensional vector of input covariates. The proposed model extends the framework of generalized linear models (GLM) (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) to include a flexible class of non-linear transformations of covariates. The members of this class, F j (x i , α j ), j = 1, ..., q, will be called features, where q is finite but potentially huge. Details of the feature generating process are provided in Section 2.1. The BGNLM is then defined as follows:
Y |µ ∼ f(y|µ, φ);
(1a)
Here, f(·|µ, φ) is the density (mass) of a probability distribution from the exponential family with expectation µ and dispersion parameter φ, while h(·) is a link function relating the mean to the underlying features. Feature F j depends on a (potentially empty) set of internal parameters α j which is described below. The features enter the model with coefficients β j ∈ R, j = 1, ..., q. Our formulation in (1b) enumerates all possible q features but uses binary variables γ j ∈ {0, 1} to indicate whether the corresponding features are to be actually included in the model or not. Priors for the different parameters of the model are specified in Section 2.2 and are designed to obtain sparse models.
The feature generating processes
The basic building block of neural networks is the neuron, which consists of a non-linear transformation applied to a linear combination of input variables. In multi-layer neural networks, neurons are arranged in multiple layers leading to an iterative application of these specific non-linear transformations. Our feature generating process is based on the same type of transformation, where the construction of possible features is performed by recursively using non-linear combinations of any previously defined features. In principle, these features are feature functions, but we will use the term features for a simpler notation.
The generation of a new feature corresponds to a mapping from a set of functions into a function space. New features are generated using a hierarchical procedure which is based on a mix of ideas from genetic programming (Koza, 1994) and neural networks. The procedure is initialized with the original set of input variables as features, i.e. F j (x i ) = x ij for j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Assume that the algorithm has, at a certain point, generated the set of features {F k (·, α k ), k ∈ A}, where the nature of the parameter sets α k will be described in detail below. Then we define three different transformations to generate a new feature F j (·, α j ):
as a multiplication of F k and F l , k, l ∈ A.
The transformations as defined above are assumed to follow a nested structure in which previously defined features {F k (x, α k )} keep their α k parameters fixed. Section 2.1.1 describes two strategies for the specification of the parameters in this way, but also a more general version in which the parameters within the nested features are allowed to be updated with respect to new operations. A fully Bayesian framework is also considered in Section 4. The first transformation called projection relates directly to the neuron. It is similar to the transformations used in neural networks but with the added flexibility that the nonlinear transformation g j can be selected from a class of functions G. All functions within G should have domain R and range within R. The linear combination is taken over a subset of existing features {F k , k ∈ A j ⊆ A} with cardinality |A j | larger than 1. The set of parameters α j is defined by considering two subsets α j = {α out j , α in j }. The first one, α out j , denotes the |A j | parameters plus the intercept α out j,0 which describe the current projection, whereas α in j = ∪ k∈A j α k collects all the parameters involved in the nested features of the projection.
To facilitate the generation of parsimonious non-linear features, we introduce two additional transformations, the modification and the multiplication. Note that both for modifications and multiplications it holds that α out j = ∅. The modification allows for non-linear transformations of an existing feature. The multiplication of two different features corresponds to interactions in the language of statistics. The multiplication transformation is allowed to select the same feature twice, i.e. l = k is admissible. In principle, both of these transformations can be seen as special cases of the projection. For modification, this corresponds to α out j,k = 1 for only one k ∈ A, otherwise α out j,l = 0 for l = k, including α out j,0 = 0. Multiplication could be obtained by combining exp(x) and log(x)). To increase interpretibility of the features both are defined as separate transformations.
Definitions Define the depth, d j , of a projection and modification based feature with index j as the minimum number of operations applied recursively when generating that feature. For example, a feature F j (x, α j ) = sin (cos (tan(x 1 )) + exp(x 2 )) has depth d j = 3. If a multiplication is applied, the depth is defined as one plus the sum of depths of its operands. For example, F k (x, α k ) = x 2 exp(x 1 ) has depth d k = 2 (where we have used that the depth of a linear component is zero). Define the local width to be the number of previously defined features that are used to generate a new feature. This is |A j | for a projection, 1 for a modification, and 2 for a multiplication. The total width of a feature is the sum of its local width and the total widths of the features involved in generating this feature.
As an illustration, consider the case with m = 1 and G = {u(·), v(·)}. Table 1 lists all possible features of depth d ≤ 2 together with their local and total widths, where the nonzero α j 's have been set equal to one and the intercept to zero. Already this simple example indicates that the number of features grows super-exponentially with depth. To see this more formally, observe that the number of features of depth d obtained only from projections and modifications is of the form q l d = |G| 2
where q l 0 = m and |G| denotes the number of different functions included in G. Hence, q l d gives a lower bound for the total number of features of the corresponding depth which grows super-exponentially with d. The multiplication transformation further adds a considerable number of features of depth d and the combinatorics gets a bit more complex. Let q d = q p d + q * d , where q p d is the number of features of depth d resulting from projections and modifications, whilst q * d is the number of features resulting from multiplications. With q 0 = m and q p 0 = q * 0 = 0, the following recursive relationships hold:
For our toy example, we thus obtain for projections and modifications: q p 0 = 0, q p 1 = 2, q p 2 = 28 and q p 3 = 68 719 476 703; for multiplications: q * 0 = 0, q * 1 = 1, q * 2 = 3 and q * 3 = 37. This gives in total q 0 = 1, q 1 = 3, q 2 = 31 and q 3 = 68 719 476 740. Note that without multiplications the number of features (corresponding to the lower bound) would have been: q l 0 = 1, q l 1 = 2, q l 2 = 12 and q p 3 = 8176. For d ≤ 2 these numbers exactly correspond to the number of features listed in Table 1 . The super-exponential growth means in practise that only a very limited d can be considered even for problems with few covariates.
Connections to other models The feature space constructed by the suggested feature generating process is extremely rich and encompasses features from numerous other popular statistical and machine learning approaches as special cases. If the set of non-linear functions only consists of one specific function, for example, G = {σ(x)} where σ(·) is the sigmoid function, then the corresponding feature space includes numerous possible densely connected neural networks with the sigmoid activation function. Another important class of features included in the BGNLM framework are decision trees (Breiman et al., 1984) . Simple decision rules correspond to repeated use of the non-linear function g(x) = I(x ≥ 1). Intervals and higher dimensional regions can be defined through multiplications of such terms. Multivariate adaptive regression splines (Friedman, 1991) are included by allowing a pair of piece-wise linear functions g(x) = max{0, x − t} and g(x) = max{0, t − x}. Fractional polynomials (Royston and Altman, 1997) can also be easily included by adding appropriate power functions g(x) = x s to G. Logic regression, characterized by features 
Here lw is the local width and tw is the total width, where it is indicated how the total width is calculated from the total widths of previous features and the local width of the current transformation (last summand). The left panel includes the original x and features generated by projection or modification while the right panel involve features generated by the multiplication transformation.
being logic combinations of binary covariates (Ruczinski et al., 2003; , is also fully covered by BGNLM models. The BGNLM framework extends these alternatives and allows combinations of different types of features by defining more than one function in G, resulting in, for example, features like 0.5x 1 + 10x 0.5 2 + 3I(0.2x 2 > 1) + 0.1σ(2.5x 3 ) 2 .
Specification of α parameters
For the general projection transformation, one has to specify α j when generating a new feature. In Section 4.2 we sketch a fully Bayesian approach that introduces priors for the α j parameters. Unfortunately, the fully Bayesian option is currently not computationally feasible except for problems where the number of input variables is very small. Hence we describe three different strategies of increasing sophistication to specify α j . In the first two strategies only α out j are estimated whereas α in j are kept fixed (a restriction inspired by Cascade Learning, Fahlman and Lebiere, 1990) . The third strategy estimates all α j parameters jointly when generating a new feature like in deep learning. All of these strategies are based on finding parameter values that give high explanatory power to F j (x, α j ) regardless of other features involved in the model. Strategy 1 (optimize, then transform, naıve) Our simplest procedure to obtain α j is to fix α in j from the nested features and then compute maximum likelihood estimates for α out j by applying model (1) directly without considering the non-linear transformation g:
This choice of parameter estimators for the generated features has several advantages. The non-linear transformation g j (·) is not involved when computing α out j . Therefore the procedure can easily be applied on many non-linear transformations g j (·) simultaneously. Also functions which are not differentiable, like the characteristic functions of decision trees or the ReLU function, can be used. Furthermore, maximum likelihood estimation for generalized linear models induces a convex optimization problem and the obtained α out j are unique. However, neglecting the activation function g j (·) and fixing α in j provides a feature generating process which might not deliver the best features in terms of prediction.
Strategy 2 (transform, then optimize, concave) Like in Strategy 1, the weights α out j are estimated conditionally on α in j , but now optimization is performed after applying the transformation g j (·). In other words, the weights are obtained as maximum likelihood estimates for the following model:
This strategy yields a particularly simple optimization problem if h −1 (g j (·)) is a concave function, in which case the estimates are uniquely defined. If we want to use gradient based optimizers, we have to restrict h −1 (g j (·)) to be continuous and differentiable in the regions of interest. Otherwise, gradient free optimization techniques have to be applied.
Strategy 3 (transform, then optimize across all layers, deep) Similarly to Strategy 2, parameters are obtained as maximum likelihood estimates using model (2), but now we jointly estimate the outer α out j together with the nested α in j (the α k parameters entering from the nested features should in this case formally be denoted by α j,k ). Hence, the optimization is performed with respect to parameters across all layers. All of the non-linear functions involved have to be continuous and differentiable in the regions of interest in order to use gradient based optimizers. A major drawback with this strategy is that it is not possible to utilize previous specifications of the parameters; all parameters need to be recomputed. There is also no guarantee of finding a unique global optimum of the likelihood of the feature, even if all the g j -functions are concave. If gradient free optimizers are used, the problem becomes extremely computationally demanding. Furthermore, different local optima define different features having structurally the same configuration.
Bayesian model specifications
The feature generating process described in the previous section defines an extremely large and flexible feature space. In order to avoid overfitting, we will use a Bayesian approach with a prior giving preference to simple structures through both hard and soft regularization. In this subsection, we assume that the α j parameters are specified deterministically using one of the strategies described in Section 2.1.1. A more general setting will be considered in Section 4.2. Three hard constraints are defined to avoid potential overfitting and illposedness.
Constraint 1 The depth of any feature involved is less than or equal to D.
Constraint 2
The local width of a feature is less than or equal to L.
Constraint 3 The total number of features in a model is less than or equal to Q.
The first constraint ensures that the feature space is finite, while the second and third constraints further limit the number of possible features and models.
To put model (1) into a Bayesian framework, one has to specify priors for all parameters involved. For notational simplicity, we use p(·) to denote a generic prior with its arguments specifying which parameters we consider. The structure of a specific model is uniquely defined by the vector m = (γ 1 , . . . , γ q ). We introduce model priors which penalize the number and the complexity of included features in the following way:
Here c(F j (x, α j )) ≥ 0 is some function which measures the complexity of feature F j (x, α j ). With 0 < a < 1, the prior prefers both fewer terms and simpler features over more complex ones. In this paper, we will use the total width as the complexity measure. Depth is thus indirectly incorporated through the sum of local widths involved, as can be seen for our toy example in Table 1 .
To complete the Bayesian model one needs to specify priors for the components of β for which γ j = 1 and, if necessary, for the dispersion parameter φ.
β, φ|m ∼p(β|m, φ)p(φ|m).
(4)
Here, β are the ordinary regression parameters given the model m. For such parameters, mixtures of g-priors are known to have numerous desirable properties for Bayesian variable selection and model averaging (Li and Clyde, 2018) , but simpler versions such as Jeffrey's prior can also be considered. Prior distributions on β and φ are usually defined in a way to facilitate efficient computation of marginal likelihoods (for example by specifying conjugate priors) and should be carefully chosen for the applications of interest. Specific choices are described in Section 5 when considering different real data sets. As described in Section 2.1.1, the α j parameters are deterministically specified during the feature generating process and are not considered here as model parameters. A fully Bayesian approach for all parameters of BGNLM including α is described in Section 4.2.
Bayesian inference.
Posterior marginal probabilities for the model structures are given by
where p(y|m) denotes the marginal likelihood of y given a specific model m and M is the model space. The marginal inclusion probability for a specific feature F j (x, α j ) can be derived from p(m|y) through
while the posterior distribution of any statistic ∆ of interest becomes p(∆|y) = m∈M p(∆|m, y)p(m|y) .
Due to the huge size of M, it is not possible to calculate the sum in the denominator of (5) exactly. Moreover, the calculation of marginal likelihoods in the given class of models can be a rather tedious task. Approximations are therefore needed. In this section, we will discuss an algorithmic approach for performing inference on BGNLM. The main tasks are (i) to calculate the marginal likelihoods p(y|m) for a given model and (ii) to search through the model space M.
Calculation of the marginal likelihoods
The aim is to compute the integral
where the parameters θ of a BGNLM for a specified model topology m consist of the regression coefficients {β j , j : γ j = 1} for the features included and, possibly, the dispersion parameter φ. Assuming that the α j 's are fixed (like in the three strategies described in Section 2.1.1) the BGNLM (1) becomes a standard GLM in which either exact calculations of the marginal likelihoods are available (linear models with conjugate priors, Clyde et al., 2011), or numerical approximations such as simple Laplace approximations (Tierney and Kadane, 1986) or integrated nested Laplace approximations (Rue et al., 2009 ) can be efficiently applied.
Search through the model space
In principle, calculating p(m|y) requires to compute posterior probabilities for all potential models in M. Due to the huge model space, this becomes computationally infeasible for even a moderate set of input variables and a relatively small maximum depth. Therefore p(m|y) is estimated according to
where two approximations are applied: a suitable subset M * ⊂ M is used to estimate the denominator of (5), andp(y|m) is an approximation of p(y|m) as described in Section 3.1. Low values of p(m)p(y|m) induce both low values of the numerator and small contributions to the denominator in (5), hence models with low mass p(m)p(y|m) will have no significant influence on posterior marginal probabilities for other models. On the other hand, models with high values of p(m)p(y|m) are important. It might be equally important to include regions of the model space where no single model has particularly large mass but there are many models giving a moderate contribution. Such regions of high posterior mass are particularly important for constructing a reasonable subset M * ⊂ M as missing them can dramatically influence our posterior estimates. We will now describe an algorithm which is designed to provide a suitable subset M * . Notice that the resulting marginal posterior probabilities are exact on a subset M * if the exact marginal likelihoods are used. Furthermore, contrary to more standard MCMC methods, model estimates based on (9) only need to visit a specific model once to get a posterior estimate.
Genetically Modified Mode Jumping MCMC
For high-dimensional variable selection problems, standard MCMC algorithms notoriously tend to get stuck in local maximums. In contrast, the mode jumping MCMC algorithm (MJMCMC) can jump between different modes within the discrete model space. The MJ-MCMC procedure was originally proposed by Tjelmeland and Hegstad (1999) for problems with continuous parameters and extended to model selection by . The MJMCMC is described in full detail in Algorithm 1. The basic idea is to make a large
Algorithm 1 MJMCMC, one iteration from current model m.
1: Generate a large jump m * 0 according to a proposal distribution q l (m * (0) |m). 2: Perform a local optimization, defined through m *
(1) ∼ q o (m * (1) |m * (0) ). 3: Perform a small randomization to generate the proposal m * ∼ q r (m * |m * (1) ). 4: Generate backwards auxiliary variables
jump (including or excluding many model components) combined with local optimization within the discrete model space to obtain a proposal model with high posterior probability. Within a Metropolis-Hastings setting, a valid acceptance probability is constructed using symmetric backward kernels, which guarantees that the resulting Markov chain is ergodic and has the desired limiting distribution (see , for detail).
The MJMCMC algorithm requires that all of the features defining the model space are known in advance and are all considered at each iteration. For BGNLMs, a major problem is that it is not possible to fully specify the space M in advance (let alone storing all potential features). We, therefore, make use of the genetically modified MJMCMC algorithm (GMJMCMC), which was originally introduced in the context of logic regression by . The idea behind GMJMCMC is to apply the MJMCMC algorithm on a relatively small subset of the feature space M in an iterative setting. We start with an initial set of features S 0 and then iteratively update the population of features S t , thus generating a sequence of so called populations S 1 , S 2 , ..., S T . Each S t is a set of s features and forms a separate search space for exploration through MJMCMC iterations. Populations dynamically evolve, allowing GMJMCMC to explore different parts of the total model space. Algorithm 2 summarizes the procedure. Details of the initialization and transition between feature populations are described below and were designed specifically for BGNLM. The general idea of GMJMCMC has been developed in (in the setting of logic regression). All models visited, including the auxiliary ones (used by MJMCMC to generate proposals), will be included into M * . For these models, computed marginal likelihoods will also be stored, making the costly likelihood calculations only necessary for models that have not been visited before.
Algorithm 2 GMJMCMC
1: Initialize S 0 2: Run the MJMCMC algorithm within the search space S 0 for N init iterations and use results to initialize S 1 . 3: for t = 1, ..., T − 1 do 4:
Run the MJMCMC algorithm within the search space S t for N expl iterations.
5:
Generate a new population S t+1 6: end for 7: Run the MJMCMC algorithm within the search space S T for N f inal iterations.
Initialization Define F 0 to be the collection of the m original covariates. The algorithm is initialized by first applying some procedure (for example based on marginal testing) which selects a subset of size q 0 ≤ m from F 0 . We denote these preselected components by S 0 = {x 1 , ..., x q 0 } where for notational convenience we have ordered indices according to preselection. Note that depending on the initial preselection procedure, S 0 might include a different number of components compared to later populations S t . MJMCMC is then run for a given number of iterations N init on S 0 .
Transition between populations Following , members of the new population S t+1 are generated by applying certain transformations to components of S t and potentially also members of F 0 . First, a subset of the current components with high marginal probabilities from the search space S t are kept (corresponding to the reproduction step in genetic programming). For those components that are removed, replacements are made by new features. The transformations defined in Section 2.1 can be directly applied to define deeper features, where we allow for the nested features to be selected from S t ∪ F 0 . We also need to allow for more shallow features. Therefore it is possible to select features directly from F 0 (corresponding to the original input variables). Each replacement is generated randomly by the projector transformation with probability P p , by the modification transformation with probability P mo , by the multiplication transformation with probability P mu or by a new input variable with probability P i , where P p + P mo + P mu + P i = 1. If the newly generated feature is already present in S t or if it is linearly dependent upon the currently present features, then it is not considered for S t+1 . In that case, a new proposal feature is generated as described above. The implemented algorithm offers the option that a subset of S 0 is always kept in the population throughout the search.
The following result is concerned with the consistency of probability estimates from the GMJMCMC algorithm when the number of iterations increases.
Theorem 1 Let M * be the set of models visited through the GMJMCMC algorithm. Define M St to be the set of models visited within search space S t . Assume exact marginal likelihoods are available and used, |S t | = s ≥ min{Q, L} and {(S t , M St )} forms an irreducible Markov chain over the possible states. Then the model estimates based on (9) will converge to the true model probabilities as the number of iterations T goes to ∞.
Proof The theorem is an adaption of Theorem 1 in , where a detailed proof is given. Here we sketch the main ideas. The approximation (9) will provide the exact answer if M * = M under the assumption that the marginal likelihoods are exact.
It is therefore enough to show that the algorithm in the limit will have visited all possible models. Since the state space of the irreducible Markov chain {(S t , M St )} is finite, it is also recurrent, and there exists a stationary distribution with positive probabilities on every model. Thereby, all states, including all possible models of maximum size s, will eventually be visited.
Note that the combinations of the different transformations and transitions between search spaces of GMJMCMC fulfill the requirement on irreducibility in Theorem 1, which guarantees asymptotic exploration of the full model space of BGNLM.
Parallelization strategy Due to our interest in quickly exploring as many unique highquality models as possible, it is beneficial to run multiple chains in parallel. The process can be embarrassingly parallelized into B chains. If one is mainly interested in model probabilities, then equation (9) can be directly applied with M * being the set of unique models visited within all runs. A more memory efficient alternative is to utilize the following posterior estimates based on weighted sums over individual runs:
Here u b is a set of arbitrary normalized weights andp b (∆|y) are the posteriors obtained with equation (9) from run b of GMJMCMC. Due to the irreducibility of the GMJMCMC procedure, it holds that lim T →∞p (∆|y) = p(∆|y) where T is the number of iterations within each run. Thus for any set of normalized weights the approximationp(∆|y) converges to the true posterior probability p(∆|y) and one can, for example, use u b = 1/B. Uniform weights, however, have the disadvantage of potentially giving too much weight to posterior estimates from chains that have not converged. In the following heuristic improvement, u b is chosen to be proportional to the posterior mass detected by run b,
.
This choice indirectly penalizes chains that cover smaller portions of the model space. When estimating posterior probabilities using these weights, we only need to store the following quantities for each run:p b (∆|y) for all statistics ∆ of interest and
. There is no further need for data transfer between processes. A proof that this choice of weights gives consistent estimates of posterior probabilities is given in .
Extensions of BGNLM
Two extensions of the standard BGNLM are presented in this section. We first show how the model can be extended to include latent Gaussian variables, which can be used, for example, to model spatial and temporal correlations. Then a fully Bayesian extension of the model is presented, where internal parameters of the features are treated properly as parameters of the BGNLM model.
Bayesian generalized nonlinear mixed models
So far the BGNLM model has been developed under the assumption that all observations are conditionally independent. An important extension is to include latent variables, both to account for correlation structures and over-dispersion. This is achieved by replacing (1b) with
where, for each k, {δ k (x)} is a zero-mean Gaussian process with covariance function Σ k (x, x ′ ). The resulting Bayesian generalized nonlinear mixed model (BGNLMM) now includes q + r possible components, where λ k indicates whether the corresponding latent variable is to be included in the model. The latent Gaussian variables allow the description of different correlation structures between individual observations (e.g. autoregressive models). The covariance functions typically depend only on a few parameters, so that in practice one has
The model vector now becomes m = (γ, λ), where λ = (λ 1 , ..., λ r ). Similar to the restriction on the number of features that can be included in a model, we introduce an upper limit R on the number of latent variables that can be included. The total number of models with non-zero prior probability will then be Q k=1 q k × R l=1 r l . The corresponding prior for the model structures is defined by
Here the function v(δ k ) ≥ 0 is a measure for the complexity of the latent variable δ k , which is assumed to be a non-decreasing function of the number of hyperparameters defining the distribution of the latent variable. In the current implementation, we simply use the number of hyperparameters. The prior is further extended to include
In this case, more sophisticated methods are needed to approximate the marginal likelihoods. We use the integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) (Rue et al., 2009 ), but alternative MCMC based methods like Chib's or Chib and Jeliazkov's method (Chib, 1995; Chib and Jeliazkov, 2001 ) are also possible. Some comparisons of these methods are presented by Friel and Wyse (2012) and Hubin and Storvik (2016) , who demonstrate that INLA performs quite well for such models.
Fully Bayesian BGNLM
For a fully Bayesian approach, the α j parameters involved in F j (x, α j ) also have to be considered as parameters of the model. Hence, we must specify additional priors for all α j for which γ j = 1. We assume a simple independent Gaussian prior for each component N (0, σ 2 α ). The variance σ 2 α can either be fixed or treated as a random variable. For computational reasons, our implementation treats σ 2 α as a constant.
In contrast to the three strategies described in Section 2.1, the feature generation is now fully integrated into the MCMC algorithm. When a new projection feature F j (x, α j ) is generated, both outer parameters α out j and the nested parameters α in j are drawn from the prior distributions. There are no restrictions on the nonlinear transformations g j (·), though the link function h(·) needs to be differentiable.
This strategy is flexible and formally the most appropriate from a Bayesian perspective. The joint space of models and parameters is, at least in principle, systematically explored, but this is computationally extremely demanding in practise. The joint space of models and parameters now becomes even more complex with many potential local optima of the posterior distribution. Hence convergence typically requires a huge number of iterations. This might be improved by drawing around the modes obtained by the previously suggested strategies, but developing and implementing this idea is a topic of further research. The current implementation of the fully Bayesian approach is not of much practical use, but it is an important methodological contribution which points towards the future potential of BGNLM.
The marginal likelihood under the fully Bayesian strategy becomes significantly more complicated:
where A m is the parameter space for α under model m. It can be approximated using sampling via
where α (t) , t ∈ {1, ..., M } are drawn from the prior p(α|m). Given α, the integrals with respect to θ can be calculated/approximated exactly as discussed previously in Section 3.1.
Applications
In this section, we will present two examples concerned with the binary classification (breast cancer and spam classification), one example for prediction of a metric outcome (age prediction of abalones) and two examples which focus on obtaining interpretable models. For the classification and prediction tasks, the performance of BGNLM is compared with nine competing algorithms. Another example concerned with asteroid classification can be found in Appendix A. The first example of interpretable model inference is concerned with recovering Kepler's law from raw data, where we compare the results from BGNLM with symbolic regression. In the second example, BGNLM is used to analyse epigenetic data. Appendix A includes two more examples on model inference, one based on simulated data from a logic regression model and the other one recovering a physical law about planetary mass from raw data. When we refer to BGNLM, we formally mean the combination of the model and the corresponding GMJMCMC algorithm for fitting the model. In addition to the standard algorithm, a parallel version using B = 32 threads was applied (denoted BGNLM PRL).
A BGNLM with maximal depth D = 0 is also included, which corresponds to a Bayesian (generalized) linear model using only the original covariates (denoted BGLM). The corresponding R libraries, functions and their tuning parameter settings are described in supplementary scripts. Only results obtained with strategy 1 of the feature generating process are reported here. Comparisons between the different strategies for the classification examples are reported in appendix B. They demonstrate that the different strategies behave similarly.
Binary classification
The performance of BGNLM is compared with the following competitive algorithms: tree based (TXGBOOST) and linear (LXGBOOST) gradient boosting machines, penalized likelihood (LASSO and RIDGE), deep dense neural networks with multiple hidden fully connected layers (DEEPNETS), random forest (RFOREST), naıve Bayes (NBAYES), and simple frequentist logistic regression (LR). For algorithms with a stochastic component, N = 100 runs were performed on the training data set. The test set was analysed with each of the obtained models, where the split between training and test samples was kept fixed. We report the median as well as the minimum and maximum of the evaluation measures across those runs. For deterministic algorithms, only one run was performed.
We consider a BGNLM model (1) with Bernoulli distributed observations and a logit link function. The Bayesian model uses the model structure prior (3) with a = e −2 , D = 5, L = 20 and Q = 20. The resulting posterior corresponds to performing model selection with a criterion whose penalty on the complexity is similar to the AIC criterion, which is known (at least for the linear model) to be asymptotically optimal in terms of prediction (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) . The set of non-linear transformations is defined as G = {gauss(x), tanh(x), atan(x), sin(x)}, with gauss(x) = e −x 2 . The logistic regression model does not have a dispersion parameter and for computational convenience the Bayesian model is completed by using Jeffrey's prior on β:
where |J n (β|m)| is the determinant of the Fisher information matrix for model m. Predictions based on the BGNLM are made according tô
where we have used the notation Y * i for a response variable in the test set. Furthermore,
with M * denoting the set of all explored models and
where β m is the posterior mode in p(β|m, y). This results in a model averaging approach for prediction. For binary classification, we use the most common threshold η = 0.5. Calculation of marginal likelihoods is performed by applying the Laplace approximation. To evaluate the predictive performance of algorithms, we report the accuracy of predictions (ACC), false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR). These are defined as follows:
Here, n p is the size of the test data sample.
Example 1: Breast cancer classification
This example consists of breast cancer data with observations from 357 benign and 212 malignant tissues (Wolberg et al., 1992) . Data are obtained from digitized images of fine needle aspirates of breast mass and can be downloaded from https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Breast+C Ten real-valued characteristics are considered for each cell nucleus: radius, texture, perimeter, area, smoothness, compactness, concavity, concave points, symmetry and fractal dimension. For each characteristic, the mean, standard error, and the mean of the three largest values per image were computed, resulting in 30 input variables per image. See Wolberg et al.
(1992) for more details. A randomly selected quarter of the images was used as a training data set, the remaining images were used as a test set.
Qualitatively, the results from Table 2 show that the naıve Bayes classifier and random forests have the worst performance. NBAYES gives too many false positives and RFOREST too many false negatives. Tree based boosting only marginally outperforms the random forest. All of the algorithms based on linear features are among the best performing methods, indicating that non-linearities are not of primary importance in this data set. Nevertheless, both parallel and single threaded versions of the GMJMCMC algorithm for BGNLM, and also DEEPNETS, are among the best performing algorithms. BGNLM run on 32 parallel threads gives the highest median accuracy and performs substantially better than BGNLM based on only one chain. Table 2 for details.
Example 2: Spam classification
The second classification task uses data from Cranor and LaMacchia (1998) for detecting spam emails, which can be downloaded from https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/spambase. The concept of "spam" is extremely diverse and includes advertisements for products and web sites, money making schemes, chain letters, the spread of unethical photos and videos, etc. In this data set, the collection of spam emails consists of messages which have been actively marked as spam by users, whereas non-spam emails consist of messages filed as work-related or personal. The data set includes 4601 e-mails, with 1813 labeled as spam.
For each e-mail, 58 characteristics are listed which can serve as explanatory input variables. These include 57 continuous and 1 nominal variable, where most of these are concerned with the frequency of particular words or characters. Three variables provide different measurements on the sequence length of consecutive capital letters. The data was randomly divided into a training set of 1536 e-mails and a test set of the remaining 3065 e-mails. The model, settings and performance measures are exactly the same as for the previous example. Table 3 reports the results for the different methods. Once again, the naıve Bayes classifier performed worst. Apart from that, the order of performance of the algorithms is quite different from the previous example. The tree based algorithms show the highest accuracy whereas the five algorithms based on linear features have lower accuracy. This indicates that non-linear features are important to discriminate between spam and nonspam emails in this dataset. As a consequence, BGNLM performs significantly better than BGLM. Specifically, the parallel version of BGNLM provides almost the same accuracy as DEEPNETS, with the minimum accuracy over 100 runs being actually larger, whereas the median and maximum accuracy are quite comparable. Tree based gradient boosting and random forests, however, perform substantially better, mainly due to the fact that they can optimize cutoff points for the continuous variables. One way to potentially improve the performance of BGNLM would be to include multiple characteristic functions in G, such as I(x > µ x ), I(x < F −1 0.25 (x)), I(x > F −1 0.75 (x)). This would allow the generation of features with splitting points like in random trees. 
Complexity of features used for binary classification
One can conclude from these two classification examples that BGNLM has good predictive performance both when non-linear patterns are present (Example 2) or when they are not (Example 1). Similar results hold for an additional classification example presented in Appendix A.1 where nonlinearities play no role. Additionally, BGNLM has the advantage that its generated features are highly interpretable. Excel sheets are provided as supplementary material and present all features detected by BGNLM with posterior probability larger than 0.1. Table 4 provides the corresponding frequency distribution of the complexity (total width) of these features. In Example 1, the parallel version of BGNLM reported a substantially smaller number of non-linearities than the single-threaded version. No projections were detected, while multiplications were more often detected than modifications. Interestingly, the non-linear features reported by the parallel versions of BGNLM consisted only of the following two multiplications: (standard error of the area) × (worst texture) reported 3 times by BGNLM PRL and (worst texture) × (worst concave points) reported once by BGNLM PRL. While BGLM almost always included all 30 variables in the model (in 100 simulation runs only 17 out of 3000 possible linear features had posterior probability smaller than 0.1), BGNLM delivered more parsimonious models.
In Example 2, there is much more evidence for non-linear structures. The non-linear features with the highest detection frequency over simulation runs in this example were always modifications. For BGNLM PRL, the four modifications sin(X 7 ), gauss(X 36 ) , atan(X 52 ) and tanh(X 52 ) were among the top-ranking non-linear features. Although modifications were most important in terms of replicability over simulation runs, BGNLM also found many multiplications and projections. From the 3204 non-linear features reported by BGNLM PRL, there were more than 998 which included one multiplication, 116 with two multiplications and even 3 features with three multiplications. Furthermore, there were 353 features including one projection, 12 features with two nested projections and even 3 features where three projections were nested. These highly complex features typically occurred only in one or two simulation runs. In spite of the good performance of the parallel versions of the algorithm, it seems that even more parallel threads or longer chains might be necessary to get consistent results over simulation runs in this example.
Prediction of metric outcome
For the prediction of a metric outcome, we consider a BGNLM model (1) with a Gaussian distribution and identity link. The set of non-linear transformations is now G = {sigmoid(x), exp(x), log(|x|+ 1), |x| 1/3 , |x| 5/2 , |x| 7/2 }. Furthermore, the restrictions D = 5 for the depth, L = 15 for the local width and Q = 15 for the maximum number of features per model are applied. We use a = e −2 log n as the prior on model structures, giving a BIC like penalty for the model complexity. The parameter priors are specified as p(σ 2 ) =σ −2 and p(β|m, σ 2 ) = |J n (β|m, σ 2 )| 1 2 ,
where |J n (β|m, σ 2 )| is the determinant of the corresponding Fisher information matrix.
Hence (17) is Jeffrey's prior for the coefficients. In this case, marginal likelihoods conditional on fixed values of α can be computed exactly.
Here we compare BGNLM, BGNLM PRL and BGLM with almost the same set of competing algorithms as before in the classification examples, with two exceptions. Since the naıve Bayes classifier and logistic regression are not suitable for predicting a metric outcome, we considered instead VARBAYES, which refers to Bayesian linear regression fitted with variational Bayes (Carbonetto et al., 2012) , and Gaussian regression (GR), which refers to simple frequentist linear regression (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989 ).
The performance of the different methods was compared according to the root mean squared error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the Pearson correlation coefficient between the observed data and their predictors (CORR) which is the same as the square root of the coefficient of determination defined as follows:
Like in case of binary classifications, for algorithms with a stochastic component we performed N = 100 runs on the training data set and then analysed the test set with each of the obtained models.
Example 3: Abalone shell age prediction
The Abalone data set (Nash et al., 1994) , downloaded from https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Aba has served for more than two decades as a benchmark data set for prediction algorithms. The aim is to predict the age of abalone from physical measurements. after being dried). All measurements of these variables are in mm or grams. The outcome variable, age in years, is obtained by adding 1.5 to the number of rings. The counting of rings is a tedious and time consuming task and therefore there is some interest in predicting the age from the other measurements which are easier to obtain.
A more detailed description of the data set is given in Waugh (1995) . In the original data set the categorical variable sex had a fourth level called Trematode. This referred to shells being castrated due to Trematode infection, but there were only relatively few subjects of that type and hence they were removed. Interestingly, infant abalones are not necessarily younger than male or female abalones, which makes the prediction task more difficult. Another challenge is the multicollinearity issue due to large correlations between all weight measurements and measures of length.
The results presented in Table 5 indicate that BGNLM outperforms all other algorithms in terms of prediction accuracy, and the parallel version, BGNLM PRL, performs even better. The worst run of BGNLM PRL (with RMSE = 1.99) is still better than the best run of random forests (RMSE = 2.00) which was the third best algorithm. Interestingly the performance of DEEPNETS was very unstable between repeated runs. It had the largest variation of RMSE, occasionally giving really good prediction results (though slightly worse than BGNLM) but in most cases worse than all the competing algorithms. Table 6 provides information about the features that were most often detected by BGNLM PRL (i.e. had a posterior probability above 0.5) in 100 simulation runs. The two dummy variables for Sex and the Viscera Weight were almost always selected. Apart from Length, all the other input features were selected in more than half of the simulation runs. The most important non-linear feature was exp(ShuckedW eight) which was detected in 43 runs, followed by sigmoid(W holeW eight) and exp(ShuckedW eight) * W holeW eight. The last feature has a depth of 3, but the majority of frequently observed non-linear features are either modifications or multiplications of input features with depth 2. Within all the simulation runs only 6 different projections were detected, four of them only once and two of them twice. An Excel spreadsheet is provided as supplementary material, which includes information about all detected features with posterior probability larger than 0.1. 
Model inference
Examples 4 and A.2 (presented in Appendix A) are based on data sets describing physical parameters of newly discovered exoplanets. The data were originally collected and continues to be updated by Hanno Rein at the Open Exoplanet Catalogue GitHub (https://github.com/OpenExoplanet repository (Rein, 2016) . The input covariates include planet and host star attributes, discovery methods, and dates of discovery. We use a subset of n = 223 samples containing all planets with no missing values to rediscover two basic physical laws which involve some non-linearities. We compare the performance of BGNLM when running different numbers of parallel threads. We also compare BGNLM to a symbolic regression approach (Koza, 1994) , implemented in the Python library gplearn.
For both examples (and also for Example A.3 dealing with simulated logic data) we utilize the BGNLM model (1) with conditionally independent Gaussian observations and the identity link. We consider two different sets of non-linear transformations, G 1 = {sigmoid(x), sin(x), tanh(x), atan(x), |x| 1/3 } and G 2 = {sigmoid(x), sin(x), exp(−|x|), log(|x|+ 1), |x| 1/3 , |x| 2.3 , |x| 7/2 }. We restrict the depth to D = 5, the local width to L = 15 and the maximum number of features in a model to Q = 15. G 1 is an adaptation of the set of transformations used in the prediction examples. Adding |x| 1/3 results in a model space which includes a closed form expression of Kepler's 3rd law in Example 4. G 2 is a somewhat larger set where the last two functions are specifically motivated to facilitate the generation of interesting features linking the mass and luminosity of stars (Kuiper, 1938; Salaris and Cassisi, 2005) . For the prior of the model structure (3), we choose a = e −2 log n giving a BIC like penalty for the model complexity. The parameter priors are specified again by (17). In this case, marginal likelihoods conditional on fixed values of α can be computed exactly.
The focus in these examples is on correctly identifying important features. Consequently, we are using a threshold value of 0.25 for the feature posteriors to define positive detections. To evaluate the performance of algorithms, we report estimates for the power (Pow), the false discovery rate (FDR), and the expected number of false positives (FP) based on N simulation runs. These measures are defined as follows:
Hereγ i j = I(p(γ j |y) > 0.25) denotes the identification of γ j in run i of the algorithm and j * is the index of a true feature, which means a feature which is in accordance with the well known physical laws.
Example 4: Kepler's third law
In this example, we want to model the semi-major axis of the orbit, SemiMajorAxisAU, as a function of 10 potential input variables, which are described and aliased in Table 7 .
Kepler's third law says that the square of the orbital period P of a planet is directly proportional to the cube of the semi-major axis a of its orbit. Mathematically, this can be expressed as
where G is the gravitational constant, m is the mass of the planet, M is the mass of the corresponding hosting star and M ≫ m. Equation (18) can be reformulated as
where the approximation is due to neglecting m. The mass of the hosting star M h is measured in units of Solar mass. Thus the constant K includes not only the gravitational constant G but also the normalizing constant for the mass. There exist certain power laws which relate the mass M h of a star with its radius R h as well as with its temperature T h . Although these relationships are not linear, it is still not particularly surprising that there are two features which are strongly correlated with the target feature, namely (P 2 R h ) 1/3 (with a correlation of 0.9999667) and (P 2 T h ) 1/3 (with a correlation of 0.9995362), both of which are also treated as true positives in our study. In order to assess the ability of BGNLM to detect these features we performed N = 100 runs for both G 1 and G 2 when using 1, 16, and 64 threads, respectively. In each of the threads, the algorithm was first run for 10 000 iterations, generating new populations at every 250th iteration. Then a larger number of iterations was based on the last population, which is run until a total of 10 000 unique models were obtained from it. The results for SymbolicRegressor using x 2 F 1 F 2 F 3 Pow FP FDR F 1 F 2 F 3 Pow FP FDR 36 0 0 0.36 0.64 0.64 20 0 0 0.20 0.80 0.80 Table 8 : Results for detecting Kepler's third law (18) based on the decision rule that the posterior probability of a feature is larger than 0.25. The three features P 2 M h 1/3 , P 2 R h 1/3 and P 2 T h 1/3 are all counted as true positives, all other selected features -as false positives. Apart from the power to detect each of these features (F 1 , F 2 and F 3 ) we report Pow, FP and FDR. BGNLM is applied using the non-linear sets (NL set) G 1 and G 2 and different numbers of parallel threads. SymbolicRegressor is applied on the functions 'add', 'sub', 'mul', 'div' and x 1/3 with a population size of 40 000 and 50 generations and two subsets of input variables, x 1 = (x 3 , x 6 , x 7 , x 9 ) and x 2 = (x 3 , x 5 , x 6 , x 7 , x 8 , x 9 ). For both methods, the procedures are repeated 100 times.
BGNLM are presented in the upper part of Table 8 . A detection of any of the three highly correlated features described above is counted as a true positive, other features are counted as false positives, and the definitions of Pow and FDR are modified accordingly.
With increasing computational effort (number of threads), the power of recovering the true physical law in a closed form is converging to 1 and FDR is getting close to 0 for BGNLM. In this example, there is not such a big difference between the non-linear sets G 1 and G 2 . Note that these results were obtained with a fairly small sample size of n = 223 observations. Sections A.2 and A.3 provide two more examples where BGNLM gives highly interpretable results.
Comparison with symbolic regression We used the same data to identify the underlying mathematical expression using the SymbolicRegressor routine within the Python library gplearn (https://gplearn.readthedocs.io/en/stable/). We were not able to obtain reasonable results using a set of generative functions similar to the sets G 1 and G 2 used for BGNLM. We, therefore, reduced the set of generative functions to 'add', 'sub', 'mul', 'div' and x 1/3 (note that the 'add' and 'sub' functions are included in the projection transformation in BGNLM, the 'del' function was included in neither G 1 nor G 2 but removing this function gave worse results using the SymbolicRegressor routine). Even with this reduced set of functions, symbolic regression was not able to give meaningful models when using all input variables. Therefore we also reduced the set of input variables and present the results for two subsets, x 1 = (x 3 , x 6 , x 7 , x 9 ) corresponding to PeriodDays, HostStarMassSlr-Mass, HostStarRadiusSlrRad and HostStarTempK and x 2 = (x 3 , x 5 , x 6 , x 7 , x 8 , x 9 ), which includes Eccentricity and HostStarMetallicity. The results are based on 50 generations with a population size of 40 000.
Symbolic regression results in only one feature as output, and, for that reason, it always holds that FDR=FP=1-Pow. The parallel versions of BGNLM perform much better on all measures provided, although a much wider range of functions and input variables was considered. Whenever SymbolicRegressor finds a model that we considered as true positive, it was always the actual target feature P 2 M h 1/3 and never one of the two correlated features P 2 R h 1/3 or P 2 T h 1/3 . While BGNLM automatically gives uncertainty measures x 2 3 x 10 62 x 2 19 x 9 1
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Others 4 Others > 300 Others with respect to features/expressions to be included, the SymbolicRegressor needs to be run several times in order to obtain similar uncertainty measures. The runtime for the SymbolicRegressor with 100 repeats was comparable (somewhat larger than) BGNLM for this example.
Interpretability of BGNLM results
The key feature of BGNLM which allows to obtain interpretable models is that there is a set G of non-linear transformations and hence feature generation becomes highly flexible. To illustrate the importance of the choice of G, we reanalyze Example 4 on Kepler's third law with BGNLM PRL using only the sigmoid function as non-linear transformation. We also consider different restrictions on the search space:
1. G = {sigmoid(x)}, D = 5;
2. G = {sigmoid(x)}, D = 300, and multiplication probability P mu = 0;
3. G = {sigmoid(x)}, D = 300, P mu = 0 and p(γ j ) ∝ 1.
For these settings, it is not possible to obtain the correct model in a closed form, but Kepler's 3rd law can still be well approximated. In the first setting, the true model is infeasible since the cubic root function is not a part of G but the multiplication of features is still possible.
In the second setting, multiplications are not allowed. On the other hand, there is no longer any feasible hard restriction on the depth of features (D = 300). Finally, in the third setting, all features get a uniform prior in the feature space, disregarding complexity. As a consequence of the lack of regularization, we expect that highly complex features are generated. Table 9 illustrates the effects of these changes on the interpretability of models. We report the ten most frequently detected features over N = 100 simulations. The results are not too surprising. Restricting the set of non-linear transformations results in increasingly more complex features. In Setting 1, there is not a single occurrence of a sigmoid function, while in Setting 2 the feature σ(-10.33+0.24x 4 -8.83x 8 ) is selected in almost 75% of the runs. Removing the complexity penalty in Setting 3 yields highly complex features, which are however no longer replicable over simulation runs. We conclude that more flexible sets of non-linear transformations G allow interpretable models to be selected. These models also have a similar predictive performance to complex models based on a less flexible set of transformations. Problems with the latter approach include overfitting and a substantially higher need for memory and computational requirements, at least in the prediction stage. In contrast, BGNLM used with proper parameter settings constructs non-linear models that achieve state of the art prediction performance, while remaining relatively simple. Hence they represent sophisticated phenomena in a fairly parsimonious way.
Example 5: Epigenetic data with latent Gaussian variables
This example illustrates how the extended BGNLMM model (12) can be used for feature engineering while simultaneously modeling correlation structures with latent Gaussian variables. To this end, we consider genomic and epigenomic data from Arabidopsis thaliana. Arabidopsis is an extremely well studied model organism for which genomic and epigenomic data sets are publicly available (see for example Becker et al., 2011) . DNA locations with a nucleotide of type cytosine nucleobase (C) can be either methylated or not. Our focus will be on modeling the number of methylated reads through different covariates including (local) genomic structures, gene classes and expression levels. The studied data was obtained from the NCBI GEO archive (Barrett et al., 2013) , where we consider a sample of n = 500 base-pairs chosen from a random genetic region of a single plant. Only cytosine nucleobases can be methylated, hence these 500 observations correspond to 500 sequential cytosine nucleobases from the selected genetic region.
At each location i, there are R i reads of which Y i are methylated. Although the data might be simplified to use a binomial distribution, we prefer to apply a Poisson distribution for Y i with mean µ i ∈ R + with the possibility of including an offset. This demonstrates the ability of the BGNLM approach to work with different probability distributions from the exponential family. In the extended BGNLMM model (12), we use the logarithm as the canonical link function. For feature engineering, we consider p = 14 input variables defined as follows. A factor with three levels is coded with two dummy variables X 1 and X 2 . This describes whether a location belongs to a CGH, CHH or CHG genetic region, where H is either A, C or T. A second factor is concerned with the distance of the location to the previous cytosine nucleobase (C), where the dummy variables X 3 − X 8 are used to code whether the distance is 2, 3, 4, 5, from 6 to 20, or greater than 20, respectively, taking a distance of 1 as reference. A third factor describes whether a location belongs to a gene, and if yes, whether this gene belongs to a particular group of biological interest. These groups are denoted M α , M γ , M δ and M 0 . They are coded by 3 additional dummy variables, X 9 − X 11 , with M 0 , the group where there are no genes, used as a reference. Two further covariates are derived from the expression level for a nucleobase. The cutoffs, which define binary covariates X 12 and X 13 , are either greater than 3000 or greater than 10000 fragments per kilobase of transcripts per million mapped reads. The last covariate, X 14 , is an offset defined by the total number of reads per location R i , ∈ N. The offset is modeled as an additional component of the model. Hence, it can be a matter of model choice.
We consider the following latent Gaussian variables to model spatial correlations:
Autoregressive process of order 1: Assume δ i = ρδ i−1 + ǫ i ∈ R with ǫ i ∼ N (0, τ −1 ), i = 1, ..., n and |ρ| < 1. For this process, the priors on the hyper-parameters are defined as follows: first, reparametrize to ψ 1 = τ (1 − ρ 2 ), ψ 2 = log 1+ρ 1−ρ , then assume ψ 1 ∼ Gamma(1, 5 × 10 −5 ), ψ 2 ∼ N (0, 0.15 −1 ).
Random walk of order 1: Assume independent increments: ∆δ
with a prior τ ∼ Gamma(1, 5 × 10 −5 ).
Zero-mean Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process: This is defined via the stochastic differential equation dδ(t) = −φδ(t)dt + σdW (t), where φ > 0 and {W (t)} is the Wiener process. This is the continuous time analogue to the discrete time AR(1) model and the process is Markovian. Let δ 1 , ..., δ n be the values of the process at increasing locations t 1 , ..., t n and define ρ = exp(−φ) and τ = 2φ/σ 2 . Then the conditional distribution δ i |δ 1 , ..., δ i−1 is Gaussian with mean ρ z i δ i−1 and precision τ
Independent Gaussian process: Assume δ i ind ∼ N (0, τ −1 ) and prior τ ∼ Gamma(1, 5 × 10 −5 ).
These different processes allow different spatial dependence structures of methylation rates along the genome to be modeled. They can also account for variance which is not explained by the covariates. BGNLMM can be used to find the best combination of latent variables for modeling this dependence in combination with nonlinear feature engineering. The Bayesian model is completed with Gaussian priors for the regression coefficients as β j |γ ind ∼ I(γ j = 1)N (0, τ −1 β ), j = 1, ..., p;
τ β ∼Gamma(1, 5 × 10 −5 ).
We then use prior (3) with a = e −2 log n for γ and define a similar prior for λ associated with selection of the latent Gaussian variables,
where each of the r = 4 latent Gaussian processes has equal prior probability to be included. The marginal likelihoods are computed using the INLA approach (Rue et al., 2009 ). There are three features with large posterior probability (Table 10) : the offset for the total number of observations per location as well as two features indicating whether the location is CGH or CHG. Among the latent Gaussian variables, only the random walk process of order one was found to be important. None of the non-linear features was important for this example. As in Example 2, we observe that although our feature space includes highly non-linear features, the regularization induced by the priors guarantees the choice of parsimonious models. Non-linear features are only selected if they are necessary. This results in interpretable models.
Variable
Posterior Features offset(log(total.bases)) 1.000 CGH 0.999 CHG 0.952 Latent Gaussian variables Random walk, order 1 1.000 Table 10 : Results for Example 5: Features and latent Gaussian variables with a posterior probability above 0.25 found by BGNLM using 16 parallel threads.
Summary and discussion
In this article, we have introduced a new class of Bayesian generalized nonlinear regression models to perform automated feature generation, model selection, and model averaging in a Bayesian context. The approach is easily extended to include latent Gaussian variables to model different correlation structures between observations. The Genetically Modified Mode Jumping MCMC algorithm is introduced to estimate model posterior probabilities. The algorithm combines two key ideas: Having a population (or search space) of highly predictive features which is regularly updated, and using mode jumping MCMC to efficiently explore models within these populations.
In several examples, we have shown that the suggested approach can be efficient not only for prediction but also for model inference. Inference for BGNLMs often requires significant computational resources, hence parallelization is recommended. The resulting benefits are illustrated in several examples. The penalization on complexity implied by our model prior (3) yields so much regularization that features with a depth larger than three are rarely generated in the examples considered. On the other hand, we have seen that for a maximum depth of 3 the feature space already becomes huge and will be sufficient to model almost any non-linear relationship. Furthermore, features with depth d > 3 are not easy to interpret.
A memory efficient way of performing parallelized BGNLM is implemented in the Rpackage EMJMCMC, which is currently available from the GitHub repository . The package gives the user flexibility both in the choice of methods to obtain marginal likelihoods and in the prior specification.
One of the main advantages of Bayesian deep learning is the possibility to quantify the uncertainty of predictions. Currently, commonly used Bayesian approaches to deep learning rely on variational Bayes approximations (Gal, 2016) , which tend to be rather crude. In contrast, our approach provides well-defined and mathematically justified uncertainty measures for any parameter of interest via standard Bayesian model averaging. This also allows for the calculation of reliable credible intervals, at least for the fully Bayesian approach.
There are still several important questions open for discussion, related to the choice of weights in the feature generating process. We used the pragmatic strategy of fixing parameters in nested features, estimating parameters on the outer layer of the new feature and thereafter taking a nonlinear modification of the obtained feature. This approach, inspired by the ideas from Fahlman and Lebiere (1990) , is computationally efficient and guarantees unique estimates. We have implemented three further strategies, including optimization of weights from the last nonlinear projection, optimization with respect to all layers of a feature, and a fully Bayesian approach where all of the weights across all layers of the features are considered as model parameters. The second and third strategy are computationally more demanding than the simplest strategy and require additional assumptions on the nonlinear transformations involved. The fourth strategy provides a fully Bayesian approach which is theoretically sound but extremely slow in terms of convergence.
We have run BGNLM with the alternative strategies for the specification of the α parameters for three of the examples considered and the results are reported in Appendix B. Interestingly, none of these strategies clearly outperforms the simple baseline strategy used in Section 5. To some extent, this has to do with the complexity measure that we have used on our features within the model prior (3), which results in rather high penalties for projections compared with modifications and multiplications. Consequently, the majority of non-linear features we have obtained in our examples do not involve projection transformations. Hence the estimation strategy of α parameters is less influential. In the future, we plan to work with complexity measures for which it becomes less costly to add α components in the projection. This compliments further research including simulation scenarios where nested projections are part of the data generating model.
An important difference between our approach and deep learning is that BGNLM does not fix the structure of multi-layer neural networks in advance but has the potential of learning the network structure when generating new non-linear features. By excluding new features that are linear combinations of previously defined features, BGNLM only includes features with different topologies, while standard neural networks only include features with similar topologies (but different weight parameters). In the fully Bayesian version of BGNLM, features with similar topologies can be included, giving a Bayesian generalization of neural networks with a possibility of learning the network structure as well. Utilizing this option will, however, require more efficient algorithms.
An important issue left for discussion is how to manage very large data samples with the BGNLM approach. As for the marginal likelihood calculated with respect to parameters across all of the layers, only very crude approximate solutions based on the variational Bayes approach (Jordan et al., 1999) are currently scalable for such problems (Barber and Bishop, 1998; Blundell et al., 2015) . MacKay (1992); Denker and Lecun (1991) applied the Laplace approximations to approximate marginal likelihood across all layers. This approach is also computationally very demanding and cannot easily be combined with the combinatorial search for the best models. Neal (2012) suggested Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) to make proper Bayesian inference on Bayesian neural networks. Unfortunately, his approach is even more computationally demanding and hence does not seem scalable to high dimensional model selection. To reduce the computational complexity of HMC and improve its scalability to large data sets, Welling and Teh (2011) suggested to use stochastic estimates of the gradient of the likelihood. Many recent articles describe the possibility of such sub-sampling combined with MCMC (Quiroz et al., 2019 (Quiroz et al., , 2017 (Quiroz et al., , 2016 Flegal, 2012; Pillai and Smith, 2014) , where unbiased likelihood estimates are obtained from subsamples of the whole data set in such a way that ergodicity and the desired limiting properties of the MCMC algorithm are maintained. These methods are not part of the current implementation of BGNLM, but our approach can relatively easily be adapted to allow sub-sampling MCMC techniques. The training sample consisted of n = 64 objects (32 of which are potentially hazardous objects, whilst the other 32 are not) and the test sample of the remaining n p = 20 702 objects. Table 11 shows that even with such a small training set most methods tend to perform very well. The naıve Bayes classifier has the smallest accuracy with a huge number of false positives. The tree based methods also have comparably small accuracy, where tree based gradient boosting, in addition, delivers too many false positives. Random forests tend to have on average too many false negatives, though there is a huge variation of performance between different runs ranging from almost perfect accuracy down to accuracy as low as the naıve Bayes classifier.
The BGNLM model is among the best methods for this data set, while BGLM has the best median performance. This indicates that non-linear structures do not play a big role in this example and all the other algorithms based on linear features (LASSO, RIDGE, logistic regression, linear gradient boosting) performed similarly well. BGLM gives the same result in all simulation runs, the parallel version of GMJMCMC for BGNLM give almost the same model as BGLM and only rarely add some non-linear features, whereas the single threaded version of GMJMCMC for BGNLM much more often include non-linear features (Table 12 ). The slight variation between simulation runs for the single threaded version of GMJMCMC suggests that in spite of the generally good performance of BGNLM the algorithm has not fully converged in some runs.
As shown in Table 12 , all reported non-linear features had a complexity of 2. As mentioned previously the parallel version of BGNLM detected way less non-linear features than the simple versions. This suggests that GMJMCMC has not completely converged in some Table 12 : Mean frequency distribution of feature complexities detected by the different BGNLM algorithms in 100 simulation runs for Asteroid classification example. The final row for each example gives the mean of the total number of features in 100 simulation runs which had a posterior probability larger than 0.1. simulation runs. Approximately half of the non-linear features were modifications and the other half were multiplications. In this example, not a single detected projection was found by the BGNLM.
A.2 Example 6: Jupiter mass of the planet
In this example, we consider the planetary mass as a function of its radius and density. It is common in astronomy to use the measures of Jupiter as units and a basic physical law gives the non-linear relation
Here, just as described in Table 7 , m p is the planetary mass measured in units of Jupiter mass (denoted PlanetaryMassJpt from now on). Similarly, the radius of the planet R p is measured in units of Jupiter radius and the density of the planet ρ p is measured in units of Jupiter density. Hence in the data set the variable RadiusJpt refers to R p , and PlanetaryDensJpt denotes ρ p . The approximation sign is used because the planets are not exactly spherical but rather almost spherical ellipsoids. A BGNLM with a Gaussian observation model and identity link function is used to model PlanetaryMassJpt as a function of the following ten potential input variables: Type-Flag, RadiusJpt, PeriodDays, SemiMajorAxisAU, Eccentricity, HostStarMassSlrMass, Host-StarRadiusSlrRad, HostStarMetallicity, HostStarTempK, PlanetaryDensJpt (see Table 7 for details). To illustrate to which extent the performance of BGNLM depends on the number of parallel runs we furthermore consider computations with 1, 4 and 16 threads, respectively. In order to evaluate the capability of BGNLM to detect true signals, we run the algorithm for a given number of threads for N = 100 times.
In each of the threads the algorithms were first run for 10 000 iterations, with population changes at every 250 iterations, and then for a larger number of iterations based on the last population (until a total number of 10 000 unique models was obtained). Results for BGNLM using different numbers of threads are summarized in Table 13 for G 1 and G 2 , which are the same as in Example 4.
Clearly, the more resources become available the better BGNLM performs. BGNLM manages to find the correct model with rather large power (reaching gradually one) and small FDR (reaching gradually zero), when the number of parallel threads is increased. When using only a single thread it often happens that instead of the correct feature some closely related features are selected (see the Excel sheet Mass.xlsx in the supplementary material for more details). Results for the set G 1 are slightly better than for G 2 which Table 13 : Pow, FP and FDR for detecting the mass law (23) based on the decision rule that the posterior probability of a feature is larger than η * = 0.25. The feature R × R × R × ρp is counted as true positive, all other selected features as false positive. BGNLM is applied using the non-linear sets (NL set) G 1 and G 2 and different numbers of parallel threads.
illustrates the importance of having a good set of transformations when interested in model inference. The power is lower and FDR is larger for G 2 which is mainly due to the presence of |x| 7/2 in the set of nonlinearities. The feature R 7/2 p × ρ p is quite similar to the correct law (23) and moreover has lower complexity than the feature R 3 ρ p due to how G 2 is defined. Hence it is not surprising that it is often selected, specifically when BGNLM was not run sufficiently long to fully explore features with larger complexity.
A.3 Example 7: Simulated data with complex combinatorial structures BGNLM BLRM X 7 1.0000 0.9900 X 8 1.0000 1.0000 X 2 X 9 1.0000 1.0000 X 18 X 21 1.0000 0.9600 X 1 X 3 X 27 1.0000 1.0000 X 12 X 20 X 37 1.0000 0.9900 X 4 X 10 X 17 X 30 0.9900 0.9100 X 11 X 13 X 19 X 50 0.9800 0.3800 Overall power 0.9963 0.9038 FP 0.5100 1.0900 FDR 0.0601 0.1310 In this simulation study, we generated N = 100 datasets with n = 1 000 observations and p = 50 binary covariates. The covariates were assumed to be independent and were simulated for each simulation run as X j ∼ Bernoulli(0.5) for j = 1, . . . , 50. In the first simulation study the responses were simulated according to a Gaussian distribution with error variance σ 2 = 1 and individual expectations specified as follows: E(Y ) = 1 + 1.5X 7 + 1.5X 8 + 6.6X 18 X 21 + 3.5X 2 X 9 + 9X 12 X 20 X 37 + 7X 1 X 3 X 27 + 7X 4 X 10 X 17 X 30 + 7X 11 X 13 X 19 X 50 .
We compare the results of BGNLM with the one for the Bayesian logic regression model in . The latter model differs from the current one in that the model prior is different. For a given logical tree (which is the only allowed feature form) we use a c(L j ) = (N (s j )) −1 , s j ≤ C max , where N (s j ) = m s j 2 2s j −2 . Q and priors for the model parameters are the same as defined in the BGNLM model. All algorithms were run on 32 threads until the same number of models were visited after the last change of the model space. In particular, in each of the threads, the algorithms were run until 20 000 unique models were obtained after the last population of models had been generated at iteration 15 000. Specification of the Bayesian Logic Regression model corresponds exactly to the one used in simulation Scenario 6 in . In this example, a detected feature is only counted as a true positive if it exactly coincides with a feature of the data generating model. The results are summarized in Table 14 . Detection in this example corresponds to the features having marginal inclusion probabilities above 0.5 after the search is completed.
GMJMCMC performed exceptionally well for fitting this BGNLM. The original GMJM-CMC algorithm for fitting Bayesian Logic Regression (BLRM) in this case performed almost as well as GMJMCMC for BGNLM, except for a significant drop in power in one of the four-way multiplications. This is however not too surprising because the multiplication transformation of BGNLM models perfectly fits the data generating model whereas the logic regression model focuses on general logic expressions and provides in that sense a larger chance to generate features which are closely related to the data generating four-way multiplication .
Appendix B. Results for alternative strategies of specifying weights
In Tables 15-17 the predictive performance of the four alternative strategies is compared for the breast cancer data (Example 1), the spam data (Example 2) and the NEO asteroids classification problem (Example A.1). Comparing Table 15 with Table 2, Table 16 with Table 3 and Table 17 with Table 11 , we see that there is no substantial difference in predictive performance between the strategies used for specifying weights for the three addressed data sets. On one hand, this might indicate that there is no real difference in which of the strategies we use for optimization of projection based features. But, on the other hand, this might indicate that these features, in general, do not play a big role in predictions as a result of very strong regularization of them. Further research on this is required.
Algorithm ACC FNR FPR BGNLM 1 0.9695 (0.9554,0.9789) 0.0536 (0.0479,0.0809) 0.0148 (0.0037,0.0326) BGNLM 3 0.9695 (0.9507,0.9789) 0.0536 (0.0479,0.0862) 0.0148 (0.0000,0.0361) BGNLM 4 0.9671 (0.9577,0.9789) 0.0536 (0.0305,0.0756) 0.0184 (0.0000,0.0361) BGNLM 2 0.9671 (0.9531,0.9789) 0.0536 (0.0422,0.0862) 0.0184 (0.0000,0.0361) Table 15 : Comparison of performance (ACC, FPR, FNR) of alternative feature engineer strategies (indicated with 2, 3, 4 in the table) for Example 1. For methods with the random outcome, the median measures (with minimum and maximum in parentheses) are displayed. The algorithms are sorted according to median power.
